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The essential element of storage, output, 
circulation and reading in the networked 
electronic publishing rests upon the file 
format of electronic text (Etext) itself. The 
presence of networked Etext projects has a 
variety of file formats, which could include 
any format suitable for text, image, video, 
audio and sound. In regard to text, the main 
body of publication, many kinds of format 
have now been available in a way of family. 
They are ASCII text, Word, WordPerfect, 
Postscript, PDF, LaTeX, HTML, XML, 
SGML and so on. File format the current 
networked projects accepted could be either 
the only one or a multiple choice. To realize 
the circumstances of file formats of the 
networked publishing, as well as to analyze 
and evaluate those advantages and 
disadvantages, it is of great help to the need 
of scholarly electronic publishing. 
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